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8 May 2017 
 

 

Dear all 
 

 
Managing our Marine Protected Areas  

 
 
This letter sets out how the Welsh Government has been working as part of a Marine 
Protected Area (MPA) Management Steering Group (MPAMSG) with organisations who are 
also marine protected area managing authorities. The MPAMSG has been looking at ways 
to further ensure our MPAs are effectively managed so they achieve and remain in 
favourable condition and meet our organisation’s statutory obligations. 
 
Effectively managed MPAs contribute to the conservation and improvement of the marine 
area. A well-designed and well-managed network of MPAs, alongside wider marine 
management measures such as marine planning, is integral to achieving clean healthy, 
safe, productive and biologically diverse seas. This provides the resilience and long term 
sustainability of our seas which is important to our coastal communities, the well-being of 
the people of Wales and to those who visit our shores.   
 
No single organisation is responsible for managing our MPAs. MPAs are managed by 
placing duties and responsibilities on organisations such as yours. Such organisations, 
referred to as management authorities, therefore either have statutory responsibilities in 
relation to the marine area or are significant seabed or coastal land owners. We are 
required, collectively and individually, to take steps which will help achieve and/or maintain 
the ecological interest of a MPA to a favourable condition. Management authorities 
principally manage sites through the regulatory consenting process and by introducing 
measures to achieve a site’s conservation objectives. This may include measures to modify 
or restrict human activity if necessary. 
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My officials have been facilitating the work of the MPAMSG to look at the ways in which we 
can enhance the management of the network of MPAs in Wales. The MPAMSG was set up 
in March 2014 and meets at least twice a year. Members represent the main management 
authorities in Wales, including yours. The MPAMSG decided an important step is to remind 
ourselves of our statutory obligations towards managing MPAs. You are receiving this 
letter as a managing authority and a key contributor to the statutory management of 
Marine Protected Areas in Wales. 
  
The MPAMSG has agreed a vision for a well managed network, and has also considered 
options for an area based approach to management across Wales. However, following a 
period of stakeholder engagement, the MPAMSG concluded replicating the preferred option 
was unaffordable for the management authorities concerned. The work of the MPAMSG has 
now moved to focus on providing strategic support and guidance to management authorities 
to facilitate activity which has greatest impact on the condition of MPAs, their features  and  
network as a whole. 
 
I attach supporting information to help clarify the roles and responsibilities of the 
management authorities across Wales in achieving favourable site condition, should you 
require it. Attached is an overview of: 
 

 the network of MPAs in Welsh waters, including protected features;  

 the organisations responsible for managing our MPAs and their duties;  

 the work to date in considering an area based approach to managing the network of 
MPAs; and 

 the legislation and guidance underpinning MPA management.   
 

If you have any questions regarding the content of this letter please contact Richard 
Lowcock James at the Welsh Government’s Marine Conservation and Biodiversity Branch 
on 03000 253241.  
 
Regards 
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